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OPINION
Democrats Get Smart in Georgia
Voters
in
Georgia’s conservative Sixth
District had a
dizzying
18
candidates on
ballot
POTOMAC the
T u e s d ay,
WATCH
though one in
By Kimberley
particular
A. Strassel
stood out.
It was the
politician who touted a background of “working with our
military and intelligence community to keep Georgians
safe,” and who vowed to
“honor law enforcement.” It
was the candidate who boasted
of being an entrepreneur, who
promised to “reduce the tax
burden” and “simplify small
business tax filing.” It was the
candidate who promised to get
rid of “wasteful spending” and
“corruption” in Washington
and to promote a “fiscally responsible economic policy.”
That candidate? The Democrat. Jon Ossoff.
Republicans are crowing
that they denied Mr. Ossoff an
outright majority in Tuesday’s
jungle primary, and that he
now faces long odds in a June
20 runoff against the GOP’s
Karen Handel, who is rapidly
uniting the conservative side.
They sought to make the race
about the outside money
backing Mr. Ossoff, as well as
his residence outside the district and the fact that he’s a
liberal.
All this is true, yet it ignores
the important point: Mr. Ossoff
very nearly won. Republicans
would do well to understand
why. It wasn’t some brewing
backlash against Republicans,

or any demographic shift, or a
rejection of the Trump administration, or other Democratic
talking points. He nearly won
because after eight years of arrogance and electoral stupidity
under Barack Obama, Democrats may be wising up.
In 2006 the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee, under then-chairman
Rahm Emanuel, achieved a
blowout House majority by
running candidates who could
win conservative districts. It
was a different Democratic
Party back then. Mr. Emanuel
won by fielding moderates and
Blue Dogs.
Mr. Ossoff is no Blue Dog.
He’s more a new breed of liberal populist. Dig into his positions and he checks nearly every progressive touchstone.
He’s for a federal “living
wage.” He’s a climate crusader.
He rallies for criminal-justice
reform. He’s pro-choice and
against Citizens United. At the
same time, however, he tries to
tap the public discontent that
fueled Mr. Trump. He rails
against wasteful spending and
corruption. He defends small
businesses over “special interest” lobbyists. He highlights
his interest in national security and condemns the “atrocities” of ISIS.
Mr. Ossoff and his backers
very adroitly delivered his different messages to all the right
crowds. In small events and
phone calls and fundraisers,
party elders pitched Mr. Ossoff’s progressive positions to
grass-roots activists. This reassurance, along with an acute
desire to deliver Mr. Trump a
defeat, drew liberal troops.

The Daily Kos launched a fullthroated online fundraising
campaign for him. MoveOn.org
endorsed him and ran a six-figure TV and digital ad campaign. The DCCC riled up key
demographics, running targeted radio ads calling on African-American voters to “send
a clear message to Donald
Trump that racism and intolerance are never OK.”

Jon Ossoff is a return
to the old strategy of
drafting a candidate
who can win.
But in public or in large appearances, Mr. Ossoff delivered
to conservative and moderate
voters an uncontroversial message of national security,
small-business support and
swamp draining. He went so
far as to promise to set up a
dedicated investigative unit in
his congressional office to root
out “fraud” in the federal government. He hammered away
at a pledge to bring high-tech
jobs to the district. He rarely
talked about Mr. Trump, and
danced around ObamaCare.
This played well. Georgia’s
Sixth District leans conservative but sports quite a few affluent, educated moderates—
many of whom have doubts
about Mr. Trump. The district
went for Mitt Romney by 23
points, but Mr. Trump won by
only 1.5 points. Despite all the
focus on Mr. Trump’s success
with blue-collar, Rust Belt and
rural districts, the Republican

House majority depends just
as much on keeping suburban
and exurban districts like
Georgia’s Sixth. Mr. Ossoff’s
candidacy suggests this is
where Democrats will make
their play.
True, the Ossoff bid comes
amid an escalating battle over
the soul of the Democratic
Party. This week featured a socalled unity tour between progressive firebrand Bernie
Sanders and the Democratic
National Committee’s new
chief, Tom Perez. There were a
fair share of awkward moments, as when Mr. Sanders
expounded on the need for single-payer health care, and Mr.
Perez stared uncomfortably
into the middle distance.
At one point, Mr. Sanders
even took a shot at Mr. Ossoff,
declaring that the Georgian
wasn’t a real “progressive.”
This, fascinatingly, earned Mr.
Sanders a rebuke from none
other than the Daily Kos,
which declared that “the last
thing we need is Sen. Sanders
weighing in” on who fits “his
ideal of a progressive.” The
post finished: “We cannot impeach Trump and pass a progressive agenda without a
Democratic majority in Congress. Period.”
Correct. And that very belated and intelligent assessment is why Republicans need
to pay close attention to Mr.
Ossoff and the Democratic
strategy in Georgia. If the GOP
doesn’t start making good on
its promises, it risks losing
voters to Democrats who claim
they can do better in Washington.
Write to kim@wsj.com.

‘In God We Trust,’ Even at Our Most Divided
HOUSES OF On April 22,
Chase, an abolitionist Ohio Address in 1865. His reflec- with charity for all, with
WORSHIP
1864, Con- Republican, had liked the idea tions were brief but profound, firmness in the right as God
By Jonathan
Den Hartog

gress
approved
a
signif icant
revision to
the nation’s coinage: the addition of “In God We Trust”
on several U.S. coins. This
was more than a small
change for small change: Governmental officials believed it
would help America through
a time of crisis. As the country continues to slog through
an era of deep division, it’s
worth studying the ideals
that informed this refinement
of American currency.
April 1864 was not necessarily an auspicious time for
the U.S. The Civil War was
raging. Bloody battles took
place at Sabine Crossroads
and Pleasant Hill, and free
African-American soldiers
were massacred when they
were overrun at Fort Pillow
in Tennessee. Southern secession left the nation physically and spiritually fractured.
With political life frayed
and the war effort faltering,
adding a new motto to American coinage might have
looked like desperation or
propaganda. It was neither.
Abraham Lincoln and Treasury Secretary Salmon P.
Chase had known about the
idea for years. In an 1861 letter, the Rev. M.R. Watkinson
of Pennsylvania asked Chase
to consider recognizing “the
Almighty God in some form
on our coins.”

for years. “No nation can be
strong except in the strength
of God, or safe except in His
defense,” he wrote to the director of the U.S. Mint in
1861. “The trust of our people
in God should be declared on
our national coins.” Some
three years later the motto
was approved by Congress
and stamped on coinage in
Philadelphia.
The change fit the mood of
the time. Facing the dissolution of the Union, many Americans looked for divine aid to
help heal the national divisions. They recognized that
faith could sustain liberty and
self-government. This echoed
the acts of earlier generations
of Americans, who during the
Revolutionary War had flown
battle flags bearing the motto
“An Appeal to Heaven.”
Does using the language of
faith on currency constitute
another example of “civil religion” perverting traditional
religion for secular ends? As
historian John D. Wilsey argued in “American Exceptionalism and Civil Religion,”
such public religious appeals
aren’t necessarily destined to
become unhealthy derivatives
of serious religious ideals.
They can create an open ideal
that broadens the circle of
citizenship and invites participation—which the “In God
We Trust” stamp did.
President Lincoln channeled these religious concerns
during his Second Inaugural

drawing heavily on biblical
language. The president rejected the South’s claims, but
he did so with humility. “It
may seem strange that any
men should dare to ask a just
God’s assistance in wringing
their bread from the sweat of
other men’s faces, but let us
judge not, that we be not
judged,” he asserted, building
off Matthew 7:1-2.

The story behind the
Civil War-era motto
that still appears
on America’s coins.
Rather than assume a morally superior position, Lincoln
used the moment to call for
self-reflection. The North had
also been entangled in slavery and the violence of the
Civil War, and it was in no
position to claim perfect conduct. “The Almighty has His
own purposes,” Lincoln said.
And, no matter what, “so still
it must be said ‘the judgments of the Lord are true
and righteous altogether,’ ”
evoking Psalm 19:9.
If both North and South
stood under divine judgment,
then a new attitude was demanded, one of humbly working for the common good. In
his peroration, Lincoln called
his hearers to steady service:
“With malice toward none,

gives us to see the right, let
us strive on to finish the
work we are in.”
The most important of
these tasks was “to bind up
the nation’s wounds, to care
for him who shall have borne
the battle and for his widow
and his orphan.” Lincoln was
calling to mind the good Samaritan from the Gospel of
Luke, who, finding an injured
man, “bound up his wounds,
pouring in oil and wine.” Similarly, his injunction to help
the widow and the orphan
echoed the Book of James,
which taught that “pure religion” consisted at least
partly of visiting “the fatherless and widows in their affliction.”
Lincoln concluded that this
vision could be a global one,
as they would “do all which
may achieve and cherish a
just and lasting peace among
ourselves and with all nations.” The 16th president
thus demonstrated that the
best religious reflection in
public life could lead to humility, self-criticism, care for
fellow citizens, and renewal
of civic ties. And that seems
like a beneficial reminder
from the random coins jangling in our pockets.
Mr. Den Hartog, a professor of history at the University of Northwestern-St. Paul,
is a scholar adviser for the
Faith and Liberty Discovery
Center in Philadelphia.

That Jobs Report Won’t Generate Itself
By Erica L. Groshen

B

usiness owners, investors and policy makers
hold their breath each
month before the Bureau of
Labor Statistics releases its
latest jobs report. Crucial decisions—whether to build a new
factory, buy a security or
tighten monetary policy—depend on an accurate picture of
the economy.
But the BLS, which I led for
four years, may be headed toward failure. Imagine a jobs
report that contains consequential errors or is late by
hours or days. Sources tell me
that when Congress draws up
the BLS’s next budget, lawmakers plan to underfund the
agency substantially. If so,
Americans could experience
the economic equivalent of flying blind.
The BLS is considered one
of the world’s premier statistical agencies. It provides objective data, produced using
transparent, state-of-the-art

methods, on many aspects of
the U.S. economy: unemployment, payroll jobs, inflation,
wage and benefit costs, productivity. This data moves
markets, and many of the business leaders I talk to say that
the need for official statistics
is only growing.
The BLS is a modest
agency, with a 2016 budget of
only $609 million. That’s less
than $2 per U.S. resident and
not even 0.02% of the federal
budget. The BLS’s only presidential appointee is the commissioner, who never sees the
agency’s data until it is final.
All other employees are career
civil servants, mostly economists and information-technology specialists. In other
words, the BLS isn’t a political
body.
Yet it hasn’t been fully
funded for the past decade.
This has forced the elimination
of useful work. The International Labor Comparisons program helped put America’s
economic performance in a

global context. The Mass Layoff Statistics program tracked
major employment cutbacks.
Both were dropped in 2013.
This underfunding isn’t sustainable. Even holding the BLS
budget flat at its 2016 level
would provide $25 million less
than needed to continue current activity.
To adjust temporarily, the
BLS has slowed improvements
and left vacancies unfilled—
with two consequences. First,
the agency can’t devote enough
staff, money, IT hardware and
software toward improving its
coverage of emerging economic trends and expanding its
use of “big data.” This is the
path to irrelevance. Second,
leaving the BLS short-handed
risks serious errors or delays
in its statistics. It hasn’t happened yet, thanks to the BLS’s
dedicated staff, but sooner or
later it will.
Why has the BLS been
underfunded? Few legislators,
if any, harbor a grudge against
the agency or consider its

data unimportant. But the BLS
lacks congressional champions and so has suffered collateral damage in the budget
wars. These days, silence results in budget cuts.
Business leaders in particular have not spoken up for the
BLS. Their legislative affairs
staffs and associations communicate with lawmakers
about taxes and regulation.
But few instruct these offices
to vouch for the importance of
official data in making good
decisions.
Academics, think tanks, professional associations and state
and local officials have tried to
raise a ruckus on behalf of the
BLS and other statistical agencies. But what the agency needs
is the clout of the business
community behind it. CEOs
should stand up, before it’s too
late, in defense of the information we all need to sustain
America’s economic vitality.
Ms. Groshen served as BLS
commissioner, 2013-17.
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Middle Kingdom
Millennials
Wish Lanterns
By Alec Ash
(Arcade, 322 pages, $25.99)

S

ince China opened itself up to the outside world over four
decades ago, Western journalists have written so many
books about their lives in that country as to constitute
their own genre. Among these are books about life among native classmates at Chinese universities, about the challenge of
learning a notoriously difficult language, about teaching English in out-of-the-way towns, and about finding oneself and
falling in love in the rapidly molting social landscape of contemporary China.
“Wish Lanterns: Young Lives in New China” is a refreshing variant on the category. In 2008, straight out of college,
Alec Ash moved to Beijing and began studying Chinese at
Peking University, where he initially embarrassed himself
“with bad tones and cramming characters in the library.”
Fare like this is ordinarily part of the setup for what I’ll call
the China plunge book. The difference here is that it comes
at the very end of Mr. Ash’s account. That’s because he’s
written something braver than
his own coming-of-age tale:
He’s told us the stories of six
Chinese around his age who
gravitate to the country’s immense, churning capital, disappearing altogether from the narrative until the book’s final few
pages, having delivered an intimate portrait of his subjects.
These six are members of the
“post-80s generation,” a common
label in China for the first group of
children to grow up after the country launched capitalist-style economic reforms. Because of the one-child
policy introduced in 1980, this generation was,
overwhelmingly, made up of only children who bore “all of the
hopes and wishes that their parents missed out on in the Mao
years.” These solitary princes and princesses, writes Mr. Ash,
were “mollycoddled to comic extremes . . . helped up after every fall, and wrapped in more layers of protection than a porcelain vase in transit.” It was also the first generation in recent decades to experience a degree of personal choice in
matters of career or love, and the first to have disposable income—or, for that matter, to have much of anything in Chinese stores to spend it on. Yet they are also under relentless
pressure to get ahead.
There is Xiaoxiao, a poor girl born near the Russian border
in the frigid northeast, whose mother admonishes her that
“knowledge changes destiny” as she pushes her to cram for
the all-important college entrance exams, or gaokao. There is
Fred, a girl with a real intellectual bent being raised in a southeastern island province by parents who are government officials, and who, like Xiaoxiao, dreams of life in Beijing. Lucifer
fears he’s not cut out for academic success, and yearns to become a rock star like one of his Western idols, Leonard Cohen.
Snail, a geeky boy from a town west of Shanghai squeaks into

A generation made up of solitary princes and
princesses who bore all of the ‘wishes that
their parents missed out on in the Mao years.’
the college of his choice but then gives his days over to playing
World of Warcraft. Mia is a rebellious tattoo aficionado who
learns slang from binge-watching American TV online. And Dahai is a student pushed to study computer science by his parents who think it’s the secret to prosperity. If not exactly a representative sample of a generation—in a country where only
half of rural youth attend high school, all of Mr. Ash’s characters have been to college and have spent time in Beijing—a fascinating group portrait emerges.
Dahai, a young man born into a military family in 1985, is
perhaps the most compelling character. “His was the first generation with no memory of Tiananmen,” Mr. Ash writes, “a
generation of only children born to a country changing as fast
as they were.” Dahai, who unlike most of the others exhibits a
semblance of political thought, becomes an avid follower of
blogs in the early 2000s, which were exploding then as a vehicle for exposing the country’s social ills. He lives by the creed
“if it wasn’t online it wasn’t true”—meaning that truth can
only be found in unsanctioned web chatter, not official media.
After college, Dahai joins a construction company, working
seven days a week to dig a tunnel in Beijing as “wide, straight
and domed, as if built for a monstrous snake god.” Personal
fulfillment, such as it is, comes in tiny doses via his activism as
a netizen. This consists mostly of reposting any news he finds
that makes the authorities look bad, whether it involves corruption or sex scandals or protests against local government.
“By adding his voice to those of others online, he thought he
could put pressure on the government to fix the nation’s problems and make society fairer to those on its lowest rungs.” But
over the course of the book, as the government cracks down
on blogs and tightens censorship on social media platforms,
Dahai abandons his illusions about change and turns apathetic.
Like Dahai, along the way many of Mr. Ash’s characters are
mugged by reality. Most come to comprehend that the study
and strive formula doesn’t guarantee much of anything in
what can seem like the world’s biggest rat race. “To get anything worth having in China, [Dahai] came to realize, either
you had to play dirty or bend the system completely,” Mr. Ash
writes. In the face of this reality, Mia, a fashion stylist, totally
abandons the pursuit of conventional success, renouncing
early marriage and settling into a café scene, daydreaming of a
beach home in Malibu.
In Mia and the book’s other female characters, readers get a
sharp depiction of the country’s persistent gender bias. From a
young age, males are constantly urged to struggle to become
high earners, the most important proof of their worth. But
women are indoctrinated to believe that marriage is the goal.
One will search in vain for answers to big questions in this
book—least of all the one that appears on the dust jacket itself:
“If China will rule the world one day, who will rule China?” Mr.
Ash, however, is a deft pointillist whose work offers a fresh
take on a society the West still struggles to understand.
Mr. French is the author of “Everything Under the Heavens:
How the Past Helps Shape China’s Push for Global Power.”
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